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Top Stories 

• According to The Associated Press, a cap was seated atop a blown-out Gulf of Mexico 
well, but the volcano of oil obscured it from view early Friday making it impossible to tell 
if BP’s latest attempt to curtail the nation’s worst oil spill was having any success. Robots 
1 mile beneath the Gulf positioned the inverted funnel-like lid over the main pipe on the 
leaking well Thursday night. (See item 1) 

• A Hempstead, Texas man was indicted Thursday for allegedly aiding Al Qaeda in the 
Arabian Peninsula, the Waller County News Citizen reported. A federal grand jury in U.S. 
District Court for the Southern District of Texas returned an indictment charging the 
suspect with attempting to provide material support to a designated terrorist organization 
and aggravated identity theft, a U.S. Attorney and FBI Houston Special Agent in Charge 
announced. (See item 32) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  
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1. June 4, Associated Press – (National) Cap placed atop gulf well; oil still spewing. A 
cap was seated atop a blown-out Gulf of Mexico well, but the volcano of oil obscured it 
from view early Friday making it impossible to tell if BP’s latest attempt to curtail the 
nation’s worst oil spill was having any success. Robots 1 mile beneath the Gulf 
positioned the inverted funnel-like lid over the main pipe on the leaking well Thursday 
night. Live video footage, though, showed that the oil seemed unimpeded. A BP 
spokesman said he had no immediate information on whether the cap was successfully 
attached. The placement was a positive step but not a solution, said a Coast Guard 
admiral. “Even if successful, this is only a temporary and partial fix and we must 
continue our aggressive response operations at the source, on the surface and along the 
Gulf’s precious coastline,” he said in a statement. 
Source: http://www.myfoxmemphis.com/dpps/news/gulf-oil-spill-cap-placed-atop-gulf-
well-dpgapx-20100604-fc_7907114 

2. June 4, Associated Press – (Virginia) Dominion plans to mothball Va. power 
plant. Dominion Virginia Power is planning to mothball its small Altavista, Virginia 
coal-fired power plant by the end of summer and lay off 23 workers at the facility. 
Dominion said the 63-megawatt plant in Campbell County is not cost-competitive with 
the company’s natural gas plants. Officials said lower natural gas prices have priced the 
plant’s electric production out of the wholesale electricity market. The plant isn’t 
closing permanently, but will no longer be used for daily generation. The company 
could not say how long the power station might remain offline. Before it can shut down 
the plant, Dominion needs approval from PJM Interconnection, which ensures regional 
power reliability. 
Source: 
http://www2.godanriver.com/gdr/news/state_regional/article/dominion_plans_to_moth
ball_va._power_plant/21665/ 

3. June 4, The Decatur Daily – (Alabama) Police charge pair in power-substation 
copper thefts. A Decatur, Alabama, man risked electrocution to cut thousands of 
dollars worth of copper ground wires from power substations across Decatur, police 
said. Beginning in June 2009, fences surrounding Decatur Utilities and Joe Wheeler 
Electric Membership Corp. substations were cut and the copper stolen, said a Decatur 
police detective. The two utility companies filed more than 25 police reports over six 
months, he said. “Several other agencies throughout north Alabama were experiencing 
the same problem,” the police detective said. Huntsville police charged the criminals 
with multiple counts of second-degree theft as a result of a joint investigation between 
Decatur police and the Morgan County Sheriff’s Department, he said. 
Source: http://www.decaturdaily.com/detail/61630.html 

4. June 3, KWTX 10 Waco – (Texas) Second unit of coal-fired central texas power 
plant goes online. Thursday, the second of two, new 800-megawatt coal-fired units 
operated by Luminant went online at the Oak Grove Power Plant near Franklin, Texas 
in Robertson County. The first unit went online in late December. “This significant 
milestone means the new unit is now fully operational, making additional baseload 
generation available for our state at an ideal time, as we head into our peak summer 
season,” said Luminant’s chief fossil officer. The two units combined will produce 
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enough electricity to power nearly 850,000 average Texas homes, he said. Oak Grove 
is the first pulverized coal plant fueled by lignite in the U.S. to use new activated 
carbon sorben injection technology to remove mercury from emissions, Luminant said, 
and the two units have lower emission rates than any other lignite plant in the state. 
Environmental groups, including the Texas Clear Air Cities Coalition, fought the plant, 
which officials fear could foul the sky and pump hundreds of pounds of mercury into 
the air each year. 
Source: http://www.kwtx.com/home/headlines/95536669.html 

For another story, see item 15  
 
[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

5. June 4, Belleville News-Democrat – (Illinois) Man stealing ammonia caught on 
camera. Police are trying to identify a man who they said was attempting to steal 
anhydrous ammonia from tanks at a Millstadt, Illinois fertilizer plant. Thanks to a photo 
captured on surveillance video at the plant, police are confident they will get the 
culprit. “The owner of Hanley Fertilizing Plant in Millstadt and agents with the Illinois 
State Police Meth Response Team are hopeful that someone in the public will provide 
the information we need to capture the suspect,” said the commander of the 
Metropolitan Enforcement Group of Southwestern Illinois. He released a photo of the 
unknown man police are looking for in connection with the attempted anhydrous theft. 
“The owner of the plant installed surveillance cameras throughout the plant in an 
attempt to combat thefts at his plant,” he said. 
Source: http://www.bnd.com/2010/06/04/1280509/man-taking-ammonia-caught-on-
camera.html 

6. June 4, NaturalNews – (West Virginia) Poison gas leak kills DuPont worker. A 
DuPont worker died after being sprayed in the face with poison gas, in only one of four 
safety incidents at a West Virginia factory over a two-day period at the end of January. 
The Belle plant in Charleston, West Virginia reported January 22 that it had detected a 
leak of the highly toxic and flammable chemical methyl chloride, which is used to 
make the herbicide hexazinone (marketed as Velpar). Approximately 1,900 pounds of 
the material had escaped over the course of up to five days before the leak was 
detected. The next morning, the factory reported releasing “less than 20 pounds” of 
sulfuric acid during the “spent acid recovery process.” Less than seven hours later, a 
leak in a transfer hose caused a worker to be sprayed in the face with phosgene, a 
highly toxic gas used as a chemical weapon during World War I. Although the hose 
was not in use at the time, traces of the lethal chemical had remained in it from a prior 
use. The worker was transferred to the hospital for treatment, but did not survive. 
Phosgene is used in the manufacture of polyurethane and polycarbonate plastics. After 
the three incidents, DuPont announced that it would be shutting down most of the 
factory for up to two weeks to conduct comprehensive safety tests. Even as the tests 
were beginning, however, a worker reported a “small electrical fire” at a tank full of 
sulfuric acid. The company later stated that the incident was actually “electrical arcing” 
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and not a fire. The state department of environmental protection has ordered an 
inspection of the plant, and at least three different federal agencies have said they may 
conduct their own investigations. The agencies include the U.S. Chemical Safety 
Board, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
Source: http://www.naturalnews.com/028926_DuPont_poison_gas.html 

7. June 3, Boston Globe – (Massachusetts) General Chemical fined $6,000 for 
violations at hazardous waste facility. The General Chemical Corp. in Framingham 
has been fined $6,000 by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) for violations stemming from how it was storing toxins during a 2009 
inspection, the DEP said Thursday. Framingham residents living near the company’s 
hazardous waste facility on Leland Street recently accused company executives of 
ignoring their concerns about spills at the facility that have contaminated the 
neighborhood’s groundwater. The town’s board of health discovered the contaminants 
in the residents basements after the record rainfall in March. The board and DEP are 
still conducting separate investigations related to that incident. The board director said 
he would ask DEP officials for all the public documents related to their order for the 
Framingham board’s investigation. 
Source: 
http://www.boston.com/yourtown/news/framingham/2010/06/general_chemical_fined_
6000_fo.html 

[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

8. June 4, Sandusky Register – (Ohio) Davis-Besse ready to go. FirstEnergy officials said 
Thursday that nozzle cracks discovered months ago in the reactor at the Davis-Besse 
nuclear power plant in Oak Harbor, Ohio were caused primarily by hot temperatures 
and weaknesses in manufactured material. Officials from the energy giant said they’ve 
fixed the problem — discovered during a routine shutdown this past spring — and are 
ready to start producing power again. The company’s leaders met Thursday with the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission at a public meeting. 
Source: http://www.sanduskyregister.com/articles/2010/06/04/front/2081593.txt 

9. June 3, Federal Bureau of Investigation – (National) FBI and Savannah River 
National Laboratory put science to work to protect the nation. The Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) and the Department of Energy’s Savannah River National 
Laboratory (SRNL) today announced the opening of a major expansion of the FBI’s 
facilities for the forensic examination of radiological material and associated evidence. 
The FBI’s newly expanded Radiological Evidence Examination Facility (REEF), 
located at the Savannah River National Laboratory near Aiken, South Carolina, 
provides a major enhancement in the FBI’s ability to protect the nation from crimes 
involving radiological material and bring to justice those who would use these 
materials to harm the nation’s citizens. The first phase of the REEF opened at SRNL in 
2006, providing facilities and equipment where trained FBI personnel can safely 
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perform forensic examination on radiologically contaminated evidence. The new 
facility expands that original suite to about six times its original size and provides the 
capabilities for many more kinds of forensic examination. The new radiological 
forensic laboratory takes advantage of the long-standing security, safety and 
radiological protection capabilities already in place at SRNL while allowing the FBI to 
focus on forensic examination, in consultation with SRNL experts. 
Source: http://www.fbi.gov/pressrel/pressrel10/reef060310.htm 

For another story, see item 33  
 
[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 

10. June 4, Lafayette Journal and Courier – (Indiana) Officials look for cause in huge 
Frankfort fire. Officials planned to pick through the rubble today to determine the 
cause of a Thursday night fire that destroyed an abandoned Frankfort, Indiana factory. 
According to the Frankfort Fire Department chief, firefighters were called to the old 
Indiana Brass building around 10:30 p.m. Thursday. “Firefighters could see flames as 
they were leaving the main station,” the chief said. That station is about 15 blocks 
away. Firefighters arrived on the scene to find flames coming through the roof, he said. 
Abandoned for about 20 years, the factory has had so many structural problems that 
firefighters could only fight the blaze from the outside, he said. It took firefighters from 
three departments about four hours to control the blaze. Nobody was injured. 
Source: http://www.jconline.com/article/20100604/NEWS09/100604007/UPDATE-
Officials-look-for-cause-in-huge-Frankfort-fire 

[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

11. June 1, Knoxville News Sentinel – (Tennessee) Kick the can: Y-12’s getting rid of 
carbon-steel containers used for storing U-235. Since the mid-1990s, the Y-12 
nuclear weapons plant has used stainless-steel cans to store stocks of bomb-grade 
uranium. Before that, however, the Oak Ridge plant used carbon-steel containers, 
which apparently don’t meet long-term storage requirements at the new $549-million 
Highly Enrichment Uranium Materials Facility or HEUMF (where the U.S. stockpile of 
weapons-usable uranium is being consolidated). According to a staff memo at the 
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, there’s a 10-year storage limit on the carbon-
steel cans, and therefore a campaign will get underway in 2012 to “recontainerize” 
hundreds of cans of enriched uranium stored in rackable can-storage boxes. “The 
reason Y-12 is transitioning out of carbon steel containers altogether is that carbon steel 
deteriorates or corrodes over time,” a Y-12 spokeswoman said in an e-mail response to 
questions. “It’s important to note that during preparation for the transition into 
HEUMF, all cans loaded into rackable can storage boxes were inspected,” she said. 
“No serious corrosion problems were identified and no breaches were found due to 
corrosion. The worst case identified was superficial surface rust.” The spokeswoman 
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said the “legacy issue” involves about 800 carbon-steel cans of highly enriched 
uranium that were loaded before the mid-1990s. 
Source: http://blogs.knoxnews.com/munger/2010/06/kick_the_can_y-
12s_getting_rid.html 

[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

12. June 4, IDG News – (International) Visa launches one-time passcode cards in 
Europe. Visa has launched a payment card in Europe that contains a keypad and an 
eight-character display for showing a one-time passcode, an additional defense against 
potentially fraudulent Internet transactions. Visa’s CodeSure also acts as a chip-and-
PIN (personal identification number) card, where people enter into a terminal a four-
digit pin that is confirmed by a microchip within the card during a face-to-face or cash 
machine transaction. Online transactions, however, are more susceptible to fraud as 
they do not use the PIN, often relying only on the details printed on the card. A hacker 
who has obtained details such as the card’s number, expiration date and three-digit 
security code, may be able to make a purchase online. Visa and MasterCard have been 
pushing online merchants to implement the more stringent 3D Secure (3DS) system, 
also known as Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode. The system requires a 
person to enter a password or portions of a password in a browser frame displayed 
during a transaction in order to complete an on-line purchase. But 3D Secure still uses a 
static password selected by a consumer and is vulnerable if someone mistakenly reveals 
their password through a phishing attack. The alphanumeric display and a keypad on 
Visa’s CodeSure card overcome that vulnerability. During an e-commerce transaction, 
the customer would press the “Verified by Visa” button on the card and enter their PIN. 
If the PIN is correct, the card will generate an electronic one-time passcode that can be 
entered into the Verified by Visa frame.This one-time passcode is only valid for a very 
short period of time. If it were to be intercepted by a hacker, it would have to be used 
quickly before it expired. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177663/Visa_launches_one_time_passcode_
cards_in_Europe?taxonomyId=17 

13. June 4, Krebs on Security – (International) ATM skimmers: Separating cruft from 
craft. ATM skimmers — or fraud devices that criminals attach to cash machines in a 
bid to steal and ultimately clone customer bank card data — are marketed on a 
surprisingly large number of open forums and Web sites. For example, ATMbrakers 
operates a forum that claims to sell or even rent ATM skimmers. Tradekey.com, a place 
where you can find truly anything for sale, also markets these devices on the cheap. 
The truth is that most of these skimmers openly advertised are little more than scams 
designed to separate clueless crooks from their ill-gotten gains. Generally, these 
custom-made devices are not cheap, and there are not images of them plastered all over 
the Web. Krebs on Security found pictures obtained directly from an ATM skimmer 
maker in Russia. This custom-made skimmer kit is designed to fit on an NCR ATM 
model 5886, and it is sold on a few criminal forums for about 8,000 Euro. The second 
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component is a PIN capture device that is essentially a dummy metal plate with a look-
alike PIN entry pad designed to rest directly on top of the actual PIN pad, so that any 
keypresses will be both sent to the real ATM PIN pad and recorded by the fraudulent 
PIN pad overlay. Both the card skimmer and the PIN pad overlay device relay the data 
they have stolen via text message, and each has its own miniature GSM device that 
relays SMS messages (buyers of these kits are responsible for supplying their own SIM 
cards). According to the vendor of this skimmer set, the devices are powered by lithium 
ion batteries, and can run for 3-5 days on a charge, assuming the skimmers transmit on 
average about 200-300 SMS messages per day. This skimmer kit even includes an 
alarm feature so that if it is removed — either by the fraudster or a bank manager or 
passerby — the devices will immediately transmit any of their stored stolen data. 
Source: http://krebsonsecurity.com/2010/06/atm-skimmers-separating-cruft-from-craft/ 

For another story, see item 42  
 
[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

14. June 4, Agence France-Presse – (International) British airline unveils ash cloud 
detector plan. British airline EasyJet announced Friday what it called a ground-
breaking device to detect ash clouds, a “silver bullet” against the sort of flight chaos 
recently sparked by an Icelandic volcano. The budget carrier said it hopes that if tests 
go smoothly, other airlines may introduce the technology, which could detect ash 
clouds from up to 100 kilometers (65 miles) away. The group would be the first airline 
in the world to test the gadget, called AVOID (Airborne Volcanic Object Identifier and 
Detector), which works in a similar way to weather radars now used on planes. Test 
flights are expected to be carried out by European aircraft maker Airbus within two 
months. EasyJet hopes to have it installed on a dozen aircraft by the end of the year at a 
cost of around a million pounds (1.2 million euros, 1.5 million dollars). “This 
pioneering technology is the silver bullet that will make large-scale ash disruption 
history,” EasyJet’s chief executive said in a statement. “The ash detector will enable 
our aircraft to see and avoid the ash cloud, just like airborne weather radars and 
weather maps make thunderstorms visible,” he added. 
Source: 
http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jW6gVJa8GDRLpL2v2ZwJg
UdsvbZw 

15. June 4, KTHV 11 Little Rock – (Arkansas) Arkansas highways damaged from 
natural gas rigs. Driving down many highways in north central Arkansas, one will 
find some bumps in the road. That’s because of damage left behind by big rigs hauling 
for natural gas drilling companies. As the traffic grows, so does the price tag. Natural 
gas drilling has had a huge economic impact on the state of about $20 billion. The 
downside is fixing about $200 million of damaged Arkansas roadways. Driving 
Highway 124 through Conway County, one has to watch the road closely, advice one 
should consider for more than 500 miles of Arkansas highways. A spokesman for the 
Arkansas State Highway Transportation Department said, “When the trucks turn the 
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trailers go off the roadway damaging whatever shoulder there may be.” The spokesman 
said they are fully aware of the problem and constantly make repairs. He explained, 
“We’ve identified a little over $20 million worth of damage that we need to address. 
That’s the amount of money we feel it would take to bring these roads back up to the 
standards.” In 2007, there were less than 200-natural gas wells; now there are more 
than 3,000. One site requires 1,200 to 1,500 trucks and on a secondary highway, the 
wear and tear is evident. 
Source: http://www.todaysthv.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=105928&catid=2 

16. June 4, The Wall Sreet Journal – (National) FAA probes whether pilot sought to 
cover up mistake. Regulators are investigating whether the head of flight operations at 
Trans States Airlines forgot to turn on one engine of a commuter jet while preparing for 
takeoff, then allegedly tried to cover up the mistake, according to government and 
industry officials. The probe prompted the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to 
temporarily bar the airline’s former chief pilot and currently its director of flight 
operations, from flying passengers. He has since been reinstated after passing a 
proficiency test, but the incident has prompted high-level concern inside the FAA, 
these officials said. The agency is continuing to look at whether the pilot tried to hide a 
mistake, and whether other airline managers tried to mislead regulators after the 
incident, according to these officials. The pilot has said that the engine shut down on its 
own, and the airline supports his position, according to people familiar with the details. 
Spokesmen for the FAA and the airline, which operates flights for United Airlines and 
US Airways, confirmed the investigation into the incident but would not elaborate. 
Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704032704575268720519844844.htm
l?mod=googlenews_wsj 

17. June 4, Boston Telegram and Gazette – (Massachusetts) Small airport seeks help with 
repairs after presidential landing in April. The U.S. President’s surprise landing at 
Marlboro Airport in Marlboro, Massachusetts April 1 resulted in nearly $700,000 worth 
of damage to the pavement on the runway and taxiways. The Marlboro City Council, 
and Massachusetts Congressmen are supporting the request of the airport’s owner to 
ask the federal government to help pay for repairs. “There were numerous vehicles out 
there that should not have been there because they were heavier than the pavement 
could tolerate,” the owner said yesterday. He said the rate capacity of the pavement is 
9,000 pounds. One of the vehicles associated with the president’s landing weighed 
44,000 pounds, he said. The airport was used during the President’s visit to the 
Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency in Framingham. In his report, the 
airport owner noted that the ground vehicles caused significant damage to the runway 
and taxiway pavement and the turf in the aircraft operating area. He suspects that the 
most damage was caused by a 44,000-pound foam truck from Logan Airport. 
Source: http://www.telegram.com/article/20100604/NEWS/6040486/1101 

18. June 4, KRIV 26 Houston – (Texas) Bush Airport flight screened for possible 
weapon on board. Passengers on a flight from Little Rock, Arkansas underwent a 
rescreening by security officials once on the ground at Bush Airport in Houston. 
Transportation Security Administration officials in Arkansas requested the re-screening 
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due to a possibility that a passenger was able to get some type of weapon on board. 
Source: http://www.myfoxhouston.com/dpp/news/local/100604-bush-airport-flight-
screened-for-possible-weapon-on-board 

19. June 4, eTrucker – (Mississippi) Former Mississippi state troopers indicted. Five 
state troopers assigned to the Mississippi Department of Public Safety, Driver Services 
were indicted May 18 in U.S. District Court in Jackson, Miss., on multiple counts of 
making false statements related to commercial driver’s licenses (CDLs). If convicted, 
the troopers are each subject to fines and a maximum of five years imprisonment. The 
U.S. Department of Transportation Office of the Inspector General (DOT-OIG) said the 
investigation resulted from a request for assistance from the Mississippi Bureau of 
Investigation about allegations state troopers had helped others in creating false CDL 
test scores to obtain CDLs and operational enhancements, such as hazardous materials 
and passenger endorsements, without going through the mandated state and federal 
testing requirements. According to DOT-OIG, the troopers also were alleged to have 
assisted others in altering CDL driver records to reduce speeding infractions to lesser 
charges and to have altered the guilty judicial dispositions of driver records. DOT-OIG 
said analysis of the CDL System and the National Driver Registry is ongoing to 
determine if additional alterations were made to driver records by other public service 
personnel and state troopers working for the Mississippi Department of Public Safety. 
DOT-OIG is coordinating with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s 
Southern Service Center to correct the driver records to mitigate any public safety 
concerns. 
Source: http://www.etrucker.com/apps/news/article.asp?id=85324 

20. June 3, KNSD 7 San Diego – (California) Transit driver appeared intoxicated: 
deputy. When a North County Transit District (NCTD) bus driver was stopped in San 
Diego and given a field sobriety test Tuesday, one of the passengers took pictures. A 
San Diego County Sheriff’s Deputy responded to a 911 call from a rider, reporting the 
driver was making odd stops and appeared intoxicated. The deputy eventually stopped 
the bus and arrested the driver on suspicion of driving a commercial vehicle while 
under the influence of alcohol. The driver had a blood alcohol level of .25 at the time of 
his arrest, the deputy said, more than six times the legal limit of .04 for commercial 
drivers. The driver had been acting odd and making unscheduled stops, a passenger 
said Wednesday. At one point, it appeared that the driver stopped the bus to go outside 
to urinate. “This is a very serious matter ... NCTD and our contractors view safety as 
our top priority, “said the NCTD executive director. “A review of our safety record 
supports our contractors. We are required by the Federal Transit Administration to 
maintain a rigorous drug and alcohol testing policy and procedures. These procedures 
are audited independently by federal and state agencies.” 
Source: http://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local-beat/Transit-Driver-Appeared-
Intoxicated-Deputy-95505439.html 

[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 
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Nothing to report 
 
[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

21. June 4, USDA Agricultural Research Service – (National) New rust resistance genes 
added to common beans. New cultivars of common bean developed by Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS) scientists and their university colleagues could shore up the 
legume crop’s defenses against the fungal disease common bean rust. According to an 
ARS plant pathologist in Beltsville, Maryland., the new cultivars possess two or more 
genes for resistance to the rust fungi. Most of the cultivars also harbor Ur-11, which is 
considered the most effective rust-resistance gene in the world. The ARS and his 
colleagues at the University of Nebraska and Colorado State University resorted to this 
multi-gene strategy in response to the high diversity of strains of the bean rust 
pathogen. Lately, virulent new races of rust that have overcome the Ur-3 resistance 
gene appeared in Michigan and North Dakota. Until recently, this gene had been very 
effective in controlling rust in the United States, epecially in North Dakota and 
Michigan, the country’s largest bean-growing states. Now, Ur-3-protected varieties that 
once withstood the disease are succumbing to it, and there’s concern the new races will 
spread to other Northern Plains states where common beans are grown, such as 
Colorado and Nebraska. Read more about this research and similar efforts to protect 
other legume crops in the May/June 2010 issue of Agricultural Research magazine. 
Source: http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/pr/2010/100604.htm 

22. June 4, Southwest Farm Press – (National) Heat threatens U.S. 
cotton. AccuWeather.com meteorologists foresee high temperatures in the low 100s 
and dry conditions for at least the next 10 days from Midland to Lubbock, Texas. 
AccuWeather reports a heat wave affecting Texas through next week has the potential 
to stress the U.S. cotton crop. Texas is the leading cotton-producing state in the U.S., 
with most cotton grown in the western portion of the state. The crop is irrigated in most 
situations, but a rain-free stretch could be detrimental. “This intense heat will negate 
the irrigation,” said an Accuweather agricultural meteorologist. “There’s going to be a 
lot of stress to this season’s cotton crop.” Meteorologists expect the heat wave currently 
affecting Texas to spread eastward toward the lower Mississippi Valley beginning next 
week. About 30 percent of the U.S. cotton crop, as well as a significant portion of the 
soybean crop, is grown in this region. The latest U.S. Department of Agriculture report 
published June 2 said 74 percent of the U.S. soybean crop is planted, along with 79 
percent of the cotton crop. 
Source: http://southwestfarmpress.com/cotton/heat-threatens-us-cotton-0604/ 

23. June 4, Voice of America News – (International) Raising food rivals fossil fuels in 
environmental damage. Raising animals for food damages the environment as much 
as fossil fuel use, according to a new United Nations (UN) report. A panel of 27 experts 
with the UN Environment Program looked through previous UN reports to assess what 
economic activities generate the most pollution and use the most resources. Most of the 
data comes from the industrialized world. Not surprisingly, burning fossil fuels for 
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transportation and electrical generation top the list for their contributions to climate 
change, acid rain and toxic pollution. But the report singles out food production as the 
other major factor driving environmental degradation. The report notes that raising 
livestock and clearing land for farms and ranches are significant greenhouse-gas 
emitters. Fertilizers and pesticides are the largest contributors to water pollution. And 
the world’s insatiable appetite is depleting the planet’s fisheries and using up land and 
fresh water at an alarming rate. The growing demand for meat and dairy products is 
putting particular strain on the environment. The report concludes, “A substantial 
reduction of impacts would only be possible with a substantial worldwide diet change, 
away from animal products.” A former undersecretary at the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, says that’s going too far. “My reaction to the document is: we have 
problems. Let’s do the research to try to fix the problems rather than changing the 
whole diet of the human race,” he said. 
Source: http://www1.voanews.com/english/news/environment/Raising-Food-Rivals-
Fossil-Fuels-in-Environmental-Damage-95611189.html 

24. June 4, Food Safety News – (National) Ground beef E. coli recall 
amended. Montclair Meat Co., Inc., of Montclair, California, announced June 3 that 
part of the approximately 53,000 pounds of ground beef the company recalled for 
potential E. coli contamination May 15 had been distributed to wholesalers, restaurants, 
institutions, and federal establishments for further processing. According to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS), no illnesses 
have been reported in connection with the recalled ground beef products. The 
contamination was discovered during routine microbiological sampling. Products 
subject to recall include Various pound packages of “MONTCLAIR MEAT CO. 
GROUND BEEF” and “MONTCLAIR MEAT CO. ALL BEEF PATTIES.” 
Source: http://www.foodsafetynews.com/2010/06/ground-beef-e-coli-recall-amended/ 

25. June 4, WBBM 780 Chicago – (Illinois) Salmonella outbreak linked to 
Subway. Illinois public health officials are trying to determine what caused an outbreak 
of salmonella linked to Subway restaurants in 14 downstate Illinois counties. As of 
June 3, the health department said 34 people have taken ill, including 14 who were 
hospitalized. An agency pokeswoman said all are recovering. The outbreak prompted 
the restaurant chain June 3 to replace its stock of lettuce, green peppers, red onion and 
tomatoes with new produce min all 14 counties. The salmonella is of a rare type that is 
usually blamed for only one or two cases of the disease a year. The spokeswoman 
urged anyone who took ill after eating at Subway restaurants in Illinois on or after May 
10 to contact their doctor or local health department. Symptoms of salmonella infection 
include diarrhea, fever and cramping. The counties affected by this recall include 
Sangamon, Schuyler, Christian, Bureau, LaSalle, Cass, Champaign, Peoria, Shelby, 
Warren, Macon, Ogle, Fulton and Tazewell. 
Source: http://www.wbbm780.com/Salmonella-outbreak-linked-to-Subway/7394399 

26. June 4, Associated Press – (Minnesota) E. Coli outbreak tied to milk spreads. A 
Minnesota investigation has found a fifth person who was sickened after drinking raw 
milk from a dairy farm near Gibbon. The state department of health reported June 3 
that the people were sickened by E. coli bacteria after drinking raw milk from the 
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Hartmann Dairy Farm. Four cases were reported the week of May 31. A toddler 
remains hospitalized but the other three have been discharged. The fifth case is a young 
child who was not hospitalized. The department said this week that the strain of E. coli 
involved has not been found in the state before. Furthermore, lab testing has also found 
E. coli in cheese from the farm. The state has prohibited movement of products off the 
farm. 
Source: http://www.foodmanufacturing.com/scripts/ShowPR~RID~15960.asp 

27. June 3, WKOW 27 Madison – (Wisconsin) Farmer sells raw milk even after state 
tells him not to. A Sauk County farmer’s Loganville, Wisconsin store is supposed to 
be closed. The Department of Agriculture Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) 
shut it down June 2 because he had no license. But the store is not closed. The farmer 
said customers have encouraged him to remain open. “We’ve known about it and had 
suspicions about unlicensed dairy processing at his place for some time,” said the 
DATCP food safety administrator. He said the farm wasn’t targeted solely on raw milk, 
noting the farmer has an expired dairy Grade A license, and no license to process the 
food he makes or a license to sell the food at all. “He chose not to get the licenses for 
any of those. Which fits the criteria we are looking for major operations not truly 
incidental sales,” the DATCP food safety administrator said. The farmer said he 
doesn’t need a license because he’s only selling his food to private members who pay 
annual fees. “Our opinion is that you are not exempt because Sams and Costco would 
be exempt from licensing and of course they aren’t,” the DATCP food safety 
administrator said. DATCP said it has forwarded its evidence to the Sauk County 
District Attorney’s office. It is up to them to press charges. 
Source: http://www.wkowtv.com/Global/story.asp?S=12592962 

28. June 3, Plant City Courier & Tribune – (Florida) 3 charged with interfering with 
tomato inspection in Plant City. Three people were arrested today on charges they 
interfered with Florida agriculture officials during an inspection at a farmers market in 
Plant City. Three Tampa residents, a 41-year-old woman, an 18-year-old man, and a 
17-year-old, were charged with resisting inspectors and officers who wanted to make 
sure that food safety regulations governing tomatoes were being followed, the state 
department of agriculture said. The 41-year-old woman was charged with giving a false 
name to officers and violating food safety rules, authorities said. She was released after 
posting $750 bail at Hillsborough County Jail. The 18- and 17-year olds interfered with 
officers at the scene, health officials said. The 18-year-old man was released from jail 
after posting $500 bail. The teenager was taken to the county’s juvenile assessment 
center. The investigators with the agriculture commissioner’s office of agriculture 
enforcement, and inspectors with the division of fruits and vegetables went to the 
farmers market to “ensure that vendors were complying with the state’s food safety 
requirements governing the sanitation and packing of tomatoes,” authorities said in a 
statement. 
Source: http://plantcity2.tbo.com/content/2010/jun/03/3-charged-interfering-tomato-
inspection-plant-city/ 

For another story, see item 5  
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[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

29. June 4, KVII 7 Amarillo – (Texas) Coronado Acres residents living without 
water. Residents living in the Coronado Acres Community in Liberty, Texas have been 
living without water. The community sits on the Deaf Smith/Castro county line. The 62 
households there have not had running water for more than six months. One resident 
mobilized her neighbors into forming a non-profit water utility. But even in a best-case 
scenario, it us still at least a full year away from providing water to the community. Not 
a drop of water has flowed from a Coronado Acres water tap since December, but even 
before that, residents had sub-par water service for decades. The area is also lacking a 
sewage system. Many residents have been disposing of human waste in open pits, said 
the group organizer. She went on to say, area residents are talking about building a 
private sewer treatment system in the future, but getting safe drinking water to the 
homes is the top priority. Residents in the community have been forced to drive to 
Hereford or Dimmit to purchase water and truck it back to their homes. Families living 
in the area formed Skywater Water Supply Corporation last October and immediately 
began seeking a solution. On Tuesday at a public hearing in Hereford, a spokesman for 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development agency said Skywater had 
received preliminary approval for a loan/grant funding package. That funding will 
finance a private water system with a preliminary price tag of $1,074,000. Skywater 
has also retained a Lubbock-based engineering firm, EHT, to design and build a water 
delivery system that will serve the community. 
Source: http://www.connectamarillo.com/news/story.aspx?list=195065&id=465962 

30. June 4, Raleigh News and Observer – (North Carolina) Partial sewer main collapse 
causes 2nd sewage spill this week. For the second time this week, thousands of 
gallons of sewage was found spilling from a manhole on the southside of Raleigh, 
North Carolina, Thursday evening. The city estimates that the manhole, behind 4112 
Kaplan Drive, had been overflowing for three days, spilling an estimated 28,800 
gallons of sewage. More than half of the sewage reached an unnamed tributary to 
Walnut Creek. The spill was caused by the partial collapse of a sewer main, according 
to the city. It was reported at 7:30 p.m. and stopped an hour later. Earlier in the week, a 
sewer main clogged with paper towels and rags caused an estimated 19,200 gallons of 
sewage to flow into Walnut Creek. The sewage was reported spilling from a manhole 
behind 1712 Lake Wheeler Road about 2 p.m. Wednesday and likely had been 
overflowing for about two days. 
Source: http://www.newsobserver.com/2010/06/04/514850/partial-sewer-main-
collapse-causes.html 

31. June 4, San Antonio Express-News – (Texas) Sewage spill blamed on 
vandals. Vandals dropping rocks into a sewer pipe have caused a sewage spill of more 
than 100,000 gallons in a tributary of Salado Creek on San Antonio’s North Side. San 
Antonio Water System responded to the spill Wednesday, and temporarily stopped the 
overflow before safety concerns from the heavy rains and high winds stopped the work. 
On Thursday morning, the pipes again overflowed. After stopping the leak, crews 
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found large rocks had been dumped into the 18-inch pipe via a once-bolted-down 
manhole cover. Vacuum trucks are being used to capture as much of the sewage as 
possible, which had pooled near Sir Winston Street, east of Blanco Road. 
Source: 
http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/environment/sewage_spill_on_north_side_95592
314.html 

For another story, see item 7  
 
[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
 
[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

32. June 4, Waller County News Citizen – (National) Hempstead man indicted for aiding 
Al Qaeda. A Hempstead, Texas man was indicted Thursday for allegedly aiding Al 
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. A federal grand jury in U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of Texas returned an indictment charging the suspect with attempting 
to provide material support to a designated terrorist organization and aggravated 
identity theft, a U.S. Attorney and FBI Houston Special Agent in Charge announced. 
The indictment charges the 29-year-old suspect, a United States citizen and resident of 
Hempstead, with attempting to provide material support to Al Qaeda in the Arabian 
Peninsula (AQAP) in the form of personnel, currency, pre-paid telephone calling cards, 
mobile telephone SIM cards, global positioning system receivers, public access-
restricted United States military publications — including one involving unmanned 
aerial vehicle operations and another involving the effects of United States military 
weapon systems in operations in Afghanistan, a military issue compass and other 
materials. The maximum statutory penalty for this offense is 15 years in prison. The 
second count of the two-count indictment charges the suspect with aggravated identity 
theft — alleging that in furtherance of the material support to a designated terrorist 
organization charge, he possessed and used a false government-issued identification 
card. The maximum statutory penalty for this offense is five years in prison, which 
must be served consecutive to any sentence imposed on other counts. 
Source: 
http://www.hcnonline.com/articles/2010/06/04/waller_county_news_citizen/news/alqae
da061010.txt 

33. June 4, Mid Columbia Tri-City Herald – (Washington) Some Hanford work ahead of 
schedule, DOE official says. Federal economic stimulus money could go further than 
expected at the Hanford complex in Hanford, Washington, but it is too early to start 
planning additional projects that might be tackled at the nuclear reservation, said the 
Department of Energy Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management. She met 
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with the Hanford Advisory Board in Richland Thursday morning, taking questions on 
Hanford and hearing comments on what board members want considered as a new 
manager for the DOE Hanford Richland Operations Office is picked. Hanford received 
$1.96 billion in federal economic stimulus money for environmental cleanup at 
Hanford through September 2011. Some projects are ahead of schedule, and DOE has 
not encountered some risks that were anticipated, said the deputy manager of the 
Richland Operations Office. Work includes tearing down contaminated buildings, 
expanding the landfill for low-level radioactive waste, digging up waste sites, drilling 
wells to help clean up groundwater and removing glove boxes from the Plutonium 
Finishing Plant. However, the DOE official said she’ll wait until work is done to see 
how much money remains before committing to additional work at Hanford. 
Prioritization of additional projects will be done much as the original group of projects 
was, and will be done with “complete transparency,” she said. 
Source: http://www.tri-cityherald.com/2010/06/04/1040127/some-hanford-work-ahead-
of-schedule.html 

34. June 4, Hernando Today – (Florida) HazMat scare at Brooksville’s Central High 
School. Six to 10 Central High School students are in the hospital following reports of 
an unknown gas leak at the site in Brooksville, Florida. Students are now back in their 
classrooms at the school following an evacuation this morning due to the leak that left 
some students with symptoms of nausea, vomiting, and burning of eyes, nose and 
throat. HazMat officials blocked off the A building, known as the Navy Junior ROTC 
building. All students who were sent to the hospital are believed to also be in the ROTC 
program. Officials are now using a gas-detection device to determine the cause of the 
suspected leak. 
Source: http://www2.tbo.com/content/2010/jun/04/hazmat-scare-central-high-
school/news-breaking/ 

[Return to top]  

Emergency Services Sector 

35. June 4, Firehouse.com – (National) Software failure linked to Minn. woman’s 
death. In ongoing investigation has revealed that a software glitch likely led to a 
woman’s death aboard a fire department ambulance in Minnesota April 22, according 
to The Pierce County Herald. The woman was being transported to Minneapolis when 
the ambulance’s onboard oxygen system unexpectedly quit, killing her, a Dakota 
County Medical Examiner’s report states. The Red Wing, Minnesota fire chief told the 
newspaper that the system “spontaneously shut itself off.” Investigations have indicated 
a problem with the oxygen system’s software, which probably caused the unexpected 
shutdown. The ambulance’s manufacturer — Spartan Chassis — and an electrical 
engineer hired by the city’s legal insurance trust are continuing to look into the matter. 
Source: http://www.firehouse.com/news/top-headlines/software-failure-linked-minn-
womans-death 

36. June 3, All Cars Electric – (National) Facing a wrecked electric vehicle, what must 
EMS staff know? By the end of this year, several fully modern, highway-capable 
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electric vehicles (EVs) will go on sale. Sooner or later, one of them will get into an 
accident. What should emergency responders do when faced with a high-voltage 
battery pack that could kill them if mishandled? To prepare first responders to handle 
accidents involving EVs, General Motors is running a series of training courses to 
educate police officers, firefighters, paramedics, and other rescue staff on the essential 
skills of dealing safely with electric cars. This isn’t the first time GM has trained first 
responders on EV safety. Back when the company made the EV1 it trained emergency 
rescue staff on the safe way to deal with the EV1’s electrical system in the event of an 
accident. While first responders are highly skilled individuals with plenty of practice 
dealing with conventional gasoline car accidents, there are distinct differences between 
electric and gas-powered cars, which must be taken into account when providing crash 
assistance. For starters, electric vehicles operate at very high voltages. An electric 
shock caused by an accident-damaged EV can kill, spark with enough voltage to ignite 
any stray gasoline, or start a fire in the battery or car itself. 
Source: http://www.allcarselectric.com/blog/1045798_facing-a-wrecked-electric-
vehicle-what-must-ems-staff-know 

For another story, see item 43  
 
[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

37. June 4, SC Magazine – (International) Kaspersky Lab summit: Phishing is evolving 
as hackers get better and people are more easily caught out. Targeted attacks are 
being better exploited by cyber criminals as tactics improve. Speaking at Kaspersky 
Lab’s Security Analyst Summit in Cyprus, a senior security researcher at Kaspersky 
Lab claimed that social engineering attacks are often successful, as the writers of 
phishing attacks are using online tactics to better their chances of success. Asked if 
language specific phishing e-mails were an issue, he claimed that these were a problem 
in the consumer market, but as typical “419” type attacks use online-translation 
services to be language specific, they are more likely to be opened. He said: “There is 
also geographical targeting which can extract the IP address for social engineering 
attacks. There was an example of an attack where a message said that a bomb had 
exploded near you and they use that to gain trust. They will also use information from 
social networking sites such as hobbies and interests to make better social engineering 
stories. We are seeing exploits on Twitter with trending topics and on Google with 
blackhat search engine optimisation where they are using Google Trends and keywords 
on their sites to get better rankings.” 
Source: http://www.scmagazineuk.com/kaspersky-lab-summit-phishing-is-evolving-as-
hackers-get-better-and-people-are-more-easily-caught-out/article/171704/ 

38. June 3, ComputerWorld – (National) Microsoft plans gigantic Patch Tuesday next 
week. Microsoft Friday said it would deliver 10 security updates next week to patch a 
record-tying 34 vulnerabilities in Windows, Internet Explorer, Office and SharePoint. 
The patches will also quash two bugs that Microsoft acknowledged in February and 
April. “I’d actually call this a moderate month,” said the director of security operations 
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at nCircle Security. “Looking at the criticality of the bulletins, and the fact that the 
number [of bulletins] is low, it doesn’t look like a huge month to me.” By the numbers, 
however, next week’s updates will be huge. Although the 10 updates fall short of the 
record of 13 — first set in October 2009, then repeated in February 2010 — Microsoft 
will fix a total of 34 vulnerabilities, the same number as the current record, also set last 
October. Microsoft has been shipping alternating large and small batches of fixes, with 
the larger-sized updates landing in even-numbered months. In May, for example, the 
company issued just two bulletins that patched two vulnerabilities. April’s collection, 
meanwhile, amounted to 11 bulletins that fixed 25 flaws. The monthly advance 
notification spelled out the patches expected to appear Tuesday. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177643/Microsoft_plans_gigantic_Patch_Tu
esday_next_week?taxonomyId=17 

39. June 3, ComputerWorld – (National) Facebook dev move won’t stop rogue apps, say 
researchers. Security researchers Friday said Facebook’s new requirement that 
developers link legitimate accounts to their software will not stop rogue applications 
from infecting its users with adware. Last Wednesday, Facebook announced that it will 
now demand that developers verify a Facebook account to create new apps on the 
service. “We’re taking this step to preserve the integrity of Facebook Platform, 
ensuring that every application is associated with a valid and real Facebook account,” 
an engineer and technical project manager on the platform engineering team said in an 
entry on the Facebook developer blog. Developers can establish they have a legitimate 
Facebook account by confirming their mobile phone number or adding a credit card to 
the account. Facebook requires the same confirmation for users who want to upload 
large video files. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9177648/Facebook_dev_move_won_t_stop_r
ogue_apps_say_researchers 

40. June 3, Congress Daily – (National) NSA leader urges cybersecurity protocols. The 
commander of the newly created U.S. Cyber Command said Friday the nation needs 
precise rules of engagement that would set the standards for a quick counterattack to a 
serious breach of U.S. military or civilian data networks. It also would be helpful if 
there were international rules on how nations can respond to cyber attacks, he said. The 
commander took over the new command, which is primarily responsible for protecting 
the military’s cyber networks, two weeks ago. He retains his duties as head of the 
National Security Agency, which conducts electronic surveillance of suspected 
adversaries and possible terrorists. During an appearance at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, he said his command is looking at current rules of engagement, 
how they conform to the laws and his responsibilities, and “how we can articulate those 
so the people know what to expect.” He said there probably need to be two sets of rules 
of engagement, one to cover peacetime situations and another for war. He said the issue 
is complicated by the possibility that an adversary may use a neutral country’s 
computers to launch the attack. In addition, there are differences between an attack on 
U.S. military systems and one against government or civilian networks. 
Source: http://www.nextgov.com/nextgov/ng_20100603_4464.php 
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41. June 1, Infoworld – (Unknown Geographic Scope) Your favorite malware authors: 
Now on Twitter. Who can keep up with the swarms of malware churned out by 
professional operations? The activities of smaller hacking groups such as the one 
operated by the TJX and Heartland hacker, or state-sponsored hacking operations such 
as the one believed to be responsible for the attacks on Google and other IT firms are 
even more difficult to monitor. The malware-authoring community is more clubby than 
stealthy, but it has typically operated just below the surface, communicating through 
members only listservs and Web sites that are not publicly accessible. But as an F-
Secure points out, malware authors are increasingly willing — if not eager — to talk 
about what they are working on in a public forum. Witness the phenomenon of the 
tweeting Trojan author @DarkCoderSc, a French hacker who has been updating his 
couple dozen followers since April on the progress of DarkComet RT, a remote 
administration tool (RAT) application he is developing. (Note: “Remote administration 
tools” are also referred to as “Trojans” when they are used for things other than 
“administration.”) 
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/t/hacking/your-favorite-malware-authors-now-
twitter-651 

For another story, see item 42  
 

Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  
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Communications Sector 

42. June 3, Wall Street Journal – (National) Dark side arises for phone apps. As 
smartphones and the applications that run on them take off, businesses and consumers 
are beginning to confront a budding dark side of the wireless Web. Online stores run by 
Apple Inc., Google Inc. and others now offer more than 250,000 applications such as 
games and financial tools. The apps have been a key selling point for devices like 
Apple’s iPhone. But concerns are growing among security researchers and government 
officials that efforts to keep out malicious software are not keeping up with the apps 
craze. In one incident, Google pulled dozens of unauthorized mobile-banking apps 
from its Android Market in December. The apps, priced at $1.50, were made by a 
developer named “09Droid” and claimed to offer access to accounts at many of the 
world’s banks. Google said it pulled the apps because they violated its trademark 
policy. The apps were more useless than malicious, but could have been updated to 
capture customers’ banking credentials, said the chief executive of Lookout, a mobile 
security provider. “It is becoming easier for the bad guys to use the app stores,” he said. 
Source: 
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http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703340904575284532175834088.htm
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Commercial Facilities Sector 

43. June 4, Associated Press – (National) Legally, many U.S. hotels lack fire 
sprinklers. A fast-moving fire that killed four college students in a suburban 
Birmingham, Alabama motel illustrates a deadly problem facing travelers around the 
country: Many older hotels and motels can legally avoid installing sprinklers that stop 
blazes before they kill guests. Since a catastrophic fire killed 87 at the MGM Grand 
Hotel in Las Vegas in 1980, a national push to require sprinkler systems in new hotels 
and motels has helped bring fire deaths down significantly. Yet federal officials said an 
estimated 3,900 hotel and motel fires are reported to U.S. fire departments each year, 
causing on average 15 deaths, 150 injuries and $76 million in property loss. The 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) said it is rare for a guest to die when a 
fire breaks out in a room with sprinklers, and that there hasn’t been a documented fire 
in a sprinklered hotel that killed more than one person. While newer hotels must install 
sprinklers, older ones do not, and they take in travelers around the country. A study by 
the U.S. Fire Administration for 2005-2007 found that about 60 percent of hotels and 
motels reporting fires lacked sprinklers. The NFPA also found every single fire death 
from 2002 to 2005 was in a motel or hotel that lacked a sprinkler system. 
Source: http://www.whec.com/news/stories/S1589999.shtml?cat=10036 

44. June 3, KCTV 5 Kansas City – (Missouri) Police investigating explosive device in 
downtown drop box. Kansas City, Missouri police are investigating a report of an 
explosive devices in a clothing donation drop box in the area of 17th Street and Grand 
Avenue June 3. Police said they were called to the area at about 1 p.m. on the report of 
an explosion. Officers said witnesses said they saw a man put an unknown item in the 
metal yellow clothing donation box in the parking lot of the Valero gas station. 
Witnesses said the man walked away and shortly after a large explosion was heard. 
Police have evacuated the area near the drop box while the bomb and arson squad 
investigates. 
Source: http://www.kctv5.com/news/23783629/detail.html 

45. June 2, WPEC 12 West Palm Beach – (Florida) $2000 reward for WPB Arson 
information. Over the past several days, there have been several incidents of 
suspicious fires throughout The Strand condo building on Evernia street in West Palm 
Beach, Florida. The West Palm Beach Police, West Palm Beach Fire Department, and 
management from The Strand condo building are working in unison to identify, arrest, 
and prosecute those responsible for the string of arsons. 
Source: http://www.cbs12.com/news/beach-4726567-palm-west.html 
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National Monuments and Icons Sector 
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Nothing to report 
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Dams Sector 

46. June 4, Associated Press – (Kentucky) 3 workers hurt at Wolf Creek dam. Three 
contract workers have been injured in an accident at Wolf Creek Dam in Russell 
County, Kentucky. The Commonwealth-Journal quoted the project manager who said 
the workers were taken to hospitals after the incident Thursday as a precaution. It was 
reported all three were later released. Wolf Creek Dam, which impounds Lake 
Cumberland, is undergoing major repairs to stop leaks that have appeared over the 
years. WYMT-TV in Hazard reported the men suffered minor burns from a mud-like 
slurry that was being pumped to fill voids and stop leaks. 
Source: 
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20100604/NEWS01/100604006/1001/news/3+work
ers+hurt+at+Wolf+Creek+dam 

47. June 4, Sacremento Bee – (California) Levees good for 100-year flood, FEMA tells 
Yuba County. A massive levee project in Yuba County, California has received notice 
from the federal government that it meets at least a 100-year safety threshold. The 
notice Tuesday from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is a key 
final milestone in the $405-million project to protect the floodprone communities of 
Linda, Olivehurst, Arboga and Plumas Lake, where about 3,000 new houses were built 
in the real estate boom of the mid-2000s. The work includes upgrades to 29 miles of 
levees, creating not just bigger levees, but smarter ones. This includes the largest 
setback levee ever built in California, giving the Feather River a wider path and also 
creating more wildlife habitat. The determination by FEMA means homeowners in the 
Yuba County communities will no longer be required to purchase flood insurance. This 
burden will likely be lifted in 2011, when FEMA issues final flood-hazard maps for the 
area. 
Source: http://www.sacbee.com/2010/06/04/2797621/levees-good-for-100-year-
flood.html 
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DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information  

 
About the reports - The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report is a daily [Monday through Friday] 
summary of open-source published information concerning significant critical infrastructure issues. The DHS Daily 
Open Source Infrastructure Report is archived for ten days on the Department of Homeland Security Web site: 
http://www.dhs.gov/iaipdailyreport 

Contact Information 
Content and Suggestions: Send mail to NICCReports@dhs.gov or contact the DHS Daily 

Report Team at (202) 312-3421  

Subscribe to the Distribution List: Visit the DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report and follow 
instructions to Get e-mail updates when this information changes.  

Removal from Distribution List: Send mail to support@govdelivery.com.  

Contact DHS 
To report physical infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact the National Infrastructure 
Coordinating Center at nicc@dhs.gov or (202) 282-9201.  
To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at soc@us-cert.gov or visit 
their Web page at www.us-cert.gov. 

Department of Homeland Security Disclaimer 
The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report is a non-commercial publication intended to educate and inform 
personnel engaged in infrastructure protection. Further reproduction or redistribution is subject to original copyright
restrictions. DHS provides no warranty of ownership of the copyright, or accuracy with respect to the original 
source material.  
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